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Key Highlights

Electric vehicle adoption improves air quality and climate outlook

A new study quantified the differences in air pollution generated from battery-powered

electric vehicles versus internal combustion engines. The researchers found that even

when their electricity is generated from combustion sources, electric vehicles have a

net positive impact on air quality and climate change. Click to read more... 

Source: Science Daily 
 

How Carbon Capture Tech Is Easing Industry’s Green Transition

Carbon capture alone will not curtail the progressive warming of the planet, but it is a

step that can be taken now — free from political wrangling. Click to read more... 

Source: Forbes 
 

5 emerging energy sources that could change our lives

Fossil fuels aren’t just killing the environment, we’re running out of them – fast. Could

any of these emerging sustainable sources replace them? Click to read more... 

Source: Redbull 
 

New control technologies lower microgrid costs, ease renewables integration

As more clean and distributed resources come onto today's utility grids, critical loads

are increasingly turning to microgrids to ensure power stability. New control

technologies can help keep costs down, while allowing for increasing penetration of

renewables. Click to read more... 

Source: Utility Drive 
 

Upcoming Events

CLEPA, the European Association of
Automotive Suppliers, along with the
support of DXC Technology is
organizing “Materials Regulations
Event 2019” on the 21st and 22nd May
2019 in Stuttgart, Germany. Click to know
more -->

Upcoming Trainings

Date Training Description Location
06-May IMDS Basic Hyderabad
07-May IMDS Advanced Hyderabad
09-May IMDS Basic Bengaluru
10-May IMDS Advanced Bengaluru
16-May IMDS Basic Gurgaon
17-May IMDS Advanced Gurgaon
23-May IMDS Basic Pune
24-May IMDS Advanced Pune
23-May IMDS Basic Chonburi
24-May IMDS Advanced Chonburi
27-May IMDS Basic Coimbatore
28-May IMDS Advanced Coimbatore
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